Azerbaijani experience on reporting of the allocated aid

From national database to ODA reporting
AZERBAIJAN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

- Established in 2011
- Coordinates development and humanitarian assistance activities
- Maintains database of the provided aid
National database of the allocated aid

- The annual dataset in excel format
- Other governmental institutions reporting on their development and humanitarian aid projects to AIDA
- For internal use only, not published for public
Reporting to OECD DAC

• Cooperation started in 2015
• First report in the CRS format submitted in 2016
• Azerbaijan became Invitee of the DAC and the first country profile published in 2017
Figure 38.1. ODA key statistics: Azerbaijan

Source: OECD (2016c), “Azerbaijan’s official development assistance (ODA)
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Challenges and opportunities

• Introduction of a new concept – ODA
  • Increased responsibility
• Learning from experience of other donors
  • International visibility
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